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The antonym of “RELISH” is ________
A. Dislike
B. Enjoy
C. Savor
D. Appreciate
Show Answer…
Correct Answer: (Dislike)

The Antonym of “RELISH” is
A. Dislike
B. Enjoy
C. Savor
D. Appreciate

Explanation:
The word “relish” means to take great pleasure or delight in something. The
antonym of “relish” is “dislike,” which means to not have a positive feeling or
enjoyment towards something.

Synonym of “RELISH”:

A. Enjoyment
B. Dislike
C. Detest
D. Abhor

Explanation:

The synonym of the word “relish” is “enjoyment,” which refers to the state of
taking pleasure or delight in something. “Dislike,” “detest,” and “abhor” are all
antonyms of “relish.”

In addition to its primary meaning of savouring food, “relish” can also refer to the
enjoyment or delight derived from various experiences. It can be used to describe
one’s enthusiasm for an activity, event, or moment. In this sense, “relish” is
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synonymous with “enjoyment.” When you relish something, you take pleasure in
it and find it satisfying. This positive connotation emphasizes the idea of
cherishing and appreciating the experience.

Conclusion

Understanding the synonyms and antonyms of a word like “relish” helps to enrich
our vocabulary and communicate more effectively. By knowing the subtle
nuances of words, we can choose the right term to convey our thoughts
accurately. Whether it’s expressing a deep appreciation for a meal or describing
your enjoyment of a particular activity, having a varied vocabulary allows for
clearer and more engaging communication.
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